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Recent experiments with bacteria have shown that light and oxygen can control gene
expression through effects on oxidation-reduction potential. The term "redox
sensor" is proposed as a general term for electron carriers that initiate control of
gene expression upon oxidation or reduction. The term "redox response regulator" is
proposed for DNA-binding proteins that modify gene expression as a result of the
action of redox sensors. Redox sensors and redox response regulators may function
together in feedback control of redox potential in photosynthesis and respiration,
protecting the cell from damage caused by electrochemistry operating on inappropriate electron donors and acceptors. Chloroplast and mitochondrial redox sensors
and redox response regulators, themselves encoded in the nucleus, may place
expression of chloroplast and mitochondrial genes under redox regulatory control.
This hypothesis offers an explanation for the persistence, in evolution, of chloroplast
and mitochondrial genomes, and for the constancy of the subset of chloroplast and
mitochondrial proteins encoded and synthesized within the organelle.

Introduction

-

In photosynthesis and respiration, environmental and metabolic oxidants and
reductants are linked by a sequence of intermediate electron carriers, all operating
relatively close to their mid-point potentials, E,,,. As a result of environmental
changes which affect availability of energy and electron sources and sinks, the ratio
of activities of the reduced and oxidized forms, (red)/(ox), of any electron carrier may
change. This in turn affects the redox potential, E, of the electron carrier, in
accordance with the Nernst equation (see, for example, Cramer & Knaff, 1990).
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In bacteria, control of gene expression has been shown to occur in response to
changes in redox potential that are themselves caused by changes in light intensity
and oxygen concentration. This control provides a mechanism for redox homeostasis, and operates by means of components with similarities to those maintaining
homeostasis for a variety of other factors, including nitrogen status and osmotic
potential.
In eukaryotic cells, the initial effects of environmental changes affecting redox
potential occur in chloroplasts and mitochondria. Chloroplasts and mitochondria
are bioenergetic organelles, of prokaryotic origin, that contain the sequestered
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electrochemistry of photosynthesis and respiration. It is proposed here that prokaryotic redox regulatory mechanisms are present in chloroplasts and mitochondria,
and that the requirement for rapid and direct redox response at the genetic level is
responsible for the maintenance of chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes as small
but relatively constant subsets of the genes derived from the prokaryotic ancestors of
chloroplasts and mitochondria. Thus bioenergetic organelle genomes encode proteins that function as the primary sites at which redox potential is influenced by
environmental change. The components that function in redox control of chloroplast
and mitochondrial gene expression may include redox sensors and redox response
regulators. Such redox regulatory components, in common with the majority of
chloroplast and mitochondrial proteins, are now encoded in the cell nucleus and
synthesized in the cytosol as precursor proteins for import into the organelle. These
and other predictions are examined.

Redox Regulation of Gene Expression

Bacterial two-component regulatory systems control gene expression by means of
environmental sensors and response regulators (or effectors) (Ronson et al., 1987;
Saier et al., 1990; Stock et al., 1990). The sensor, which is usually a membrane
protein, becomes phosphorylated in response to the environmental signal, and its
substrate, the response regulator, is a DNA-binding protein that initiates transcription of a specific gene or genes by interacting, in its phosphorylated form, with an
RNA polymerase. An example of a two-component regulatory system is the Ntr
system controlling nitrogen assimilation in enteric (Ninfa & Magasanik, 1986;
Magasanik, 1989) and photosynthetic (Kranz et al., 1990; Tsinoremas et al., 1991)
bacteria. Other factors controlling gene expression through two-component regulatory systems include osmotic pressure, phosphate assimilation, virulence, transport,
chemotaxis, motility and sporulation (Stock et al., 1989). These systems appear to
share a common mechanism of transcriptional activation (Aoyama & Atsuhiro,
1990). Sensors undergo histidine phosphorylation at a conserved site, and response
regulators are phosphorylated on aspartate by a phosphotransferase or kinase (Stock
et al., 1989).
TWO-COMPONENT REDOX REGULATION OF THE RESPIRATORY CHAIN

There are now clear indications that redox potential exerts effects on gene
expression by two-component regulation. The Arc system of Escherichia coli is an
example: mutations in two genes, arcA and arcB, increase the anaerobic expression
of a number of genes normally repressed by anoxyia and whose products (including
succinate dehydrogenase and cytochrome d oxidase) are involved specifically in
aerobic metabolism (Iuchi et al., 1989; Guest et al., 1990; Spiro & Guest, 1991; Guest,
1992). ArcB is a protein kinase which contains two membrane-spanning helices
flanking a cytoplasmically exposed loop, the latter containing a histidine which is the
site of autophosphorylation. Autophosphorylation occurs in response to decreased
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redox potential, rather than in response to decreased oxygen concentration per se.
This is illustrated by oxygen-like effects of alternative oxidants such as fumarate and
nitrate, and by deletion of cytochromes o and d (Iuchi et al., 1990), which mimics the
effects of anoxyia in a manner which is reversed by mutations in arcA and arcB
(Iuchi et al., 1990). ArcA is a soluble protein which is phosphorylated by ArcB (Iuchi
& Lin, 1988) and which contains the helix-turn-helix motif of DNA-binding proteins
(Harrison, 1991). I suggest that the terms "redox sensor" and "redox response
regulator" are appropriate descriptions of ArcB and ArcA, respectively.
TWO-COMPONENT REDOX REGULATION OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS

In the purple non-sulphur bacterium Rhodobacter capsulatus, the opposing effects
of light and oxygen on synthesis and assembly of photosynthetic reaction centre and
light-harvesting complexes are inhibited by mutations in a single regulatory DNA
sequence (Klug et al., 1991). This sequence lies in the region of the promoter of the
puf operon, which encodes proteins of the reaction centre and the inner light
harvesting complex, LH1 (Taremi & Marrs, 1990; Klug et al., 1991; Sganga & Bauer,
1992). The regulatory gene product has been termed PPBP, for puf promoter-binding
protein (Taremi & Marrs, 1990), and the gene has been termed regA (Sganga &
Bauer, 1992). Like ArcA, RegA shows the helix-turn-helix motif of DNA-binding
proteins and sequence similarities with other response regulators. RegA is therefore
likely to be a redox response regulator in the sense defined here.
OTHER TWO-COMPONENT REDOX REGULATORY SYSTEMS

The petR gene of R. capsulatus is located upstream of thefbcFBC operon which
encodes components of the cytochrome b/c, complex (Tokito & Daldal, 1992). Its
gene product is similar to ArcA and other response regulators (Tokito & Daldal,
1992). Regulation of sod genes, encoding Mn-superoxide dismutase in E. coli,
involves arcA and arcB, but also has a further two-component regulation involving
soxS (superoxide sensor) and soxR (superoxide response regulator). It is possible that
soxS senses redox potential rather than superoxide or its products (Fee, 1991). PetR
and SoxR may therefore be redox response regulators in the sense defined here.
REDOX ACTIVATORS AND REPRESSORS: FNR

Other regulatory systems link gene expression to redox potential. The E. coli FNR
protein (regulating synthesis of Jumarate and nitrate reductase) is a helix-turn-helix
DNA-binding protein with an amino-terminal segment containing cysteines that
ligate a redox-active iron atom (Guest et al., 1990; Unden et al., 1990; Spiro & Guest,
1991). As in the Arc system, FNR responds to redox potential. Reduction of the iron
from Fe"' to Fe" is thought to cause a protein structural change which regulates
transcription. From effects of poising the growth medium at different potentials on
expression of a reporter gene for frd (encoding fumarate reductase), the standard
mid-point potential (Em,) of the FNR response has been estimated at +400 mV
(Unden et al., 1990).
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The oxygen sensor controlling expression of nitrogen-fixation genes in Rhizobium
meliloti is a membrane haemoprotein with protein kinase and phosphotransferase
activity, termed FixL (Gilles-Gonzalez et al., 1991). FixL catalyses its own phosphorylation, and is a protein kinase for FixJ, the oxygen response regulator. Thus
certain redox sensors may also be haemoproteins, haem redox sensors in general
standing in relation to haem oxygen sensors as cytochromes do to haemoglobins and
myoglobins.
REDOX REGULATION AT SPECIFIC POTENTIALS

I suggest that FNR-type redox control of gene expression (Guest et al., 1990;
Unden et al., 1990; Spiro & Guest, 1991; Guest, 1992) could be termed high-potential
redox control, and the proteins termed Fe-redox repressors. Two-component redox
control may operate at lower redox potentials, according to the prosthetic groups
concerned. Haem, quinone, flavin, and iron-sulphur centres might each serve as the
redox-active groups of different redox sensors, each responsible for maintenance of
the appropriate rates of synthesis of specific complexes. The terms haem-, quinone-,
flavin- and iron-sulphur-redox sensors might then be appropriate, though prefixes
based on Em, values (e.g. high, medium and low potential redox sensors, or "X mV
redox sensor") would contain more information concerning function.
A general scheme for the operation of redox sensors and redox response regulators
is shown in Fig. 1.
Redox Regulation and Chloroplast and Mitochondrial Genomes
Chloroplasts and mitochondria from various eukaryotic groups differ greatly in
total genome size and copy number, but show a relatively constant functional coding

FIG. 1. Two-component redox regulation of transcription. Redox sensors are redox-active components
of complexes of photosynthetic and respiratory electron transport chains, located in the bioenergetic
membrane (bacterial cell or chromatophore membrane; chloroplast thylakoid; mitochondrial inner
membrane). Redox sensors may respond to altered redox potential by autophosphorylation, which in turn
causes phosphorylation of redox response regulators. Redox response regulators are sequence-specific
DNA-binding proteins whose phosphorylation is required for binding of RNA polymerase and initiation
of transcription at promoters of genes whose expression is thereby made subject to control by redox
potential. Redox sensors and redox response regulators are shown as diagonally cross-hatched shapes.
The bioenergetic membrane is a diagrammatic composite of respiratory and photosynthetic membranes.
The redox sensor shown interacting with its response regulator is a medium potential redox sensor,
associated with the cytochrome b/c complex. Redox sensors and response regulators are shown as
separate components, but the same function may be performed by redox activators or repressors, each a
single polypeptide, as in FNR (Guest et al., 1990; Unden et al., 1990; Spiro & Guest, 1991).
Two-component systems may also have sensor and response regulator domains in a single polypeptide,
for example VirAIVirG of Agrobacterium (Stock et al., 1989). Single redox sensor-response regulator
polypeptides may therefore provide plants of attachment of DNA to cell membranes, thylakoids and
mitochondrial inner membranes.
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capacity. The genes they encode comprise a small but remarkably constant subset of
bioenergetic organelle proteins (Ellis, 1983; Borst et al., 1984). An endosymbiotic
origin for chloroplasts and mitochondria (Sagan, 1967; Whatley et al., 1979;
Cavalier-Smith, 1981; Margulis, 1981; Cavalier-Smith, 1987a, b) requires that the
majority of symbiont genes have been transferred to the nucleus of the host
(Brennicke, 1992), whence nuclear transcription and cytosolic translation of precursors for subsequent import and processing (Hart1 & Neupert, 1990; Robinson, 1990;
Smeekens et al., 1990) provide a pathway for bioenergetic organelle biogenesis and
assembly. This requirement creates two further problems, however.
The first problem can be stated as follows. Given that endosymbiont genes have
been requisitioned by the nucleus, if any gene can be transferred, why not all?
Restated: what do proteins encoded by bioenergetic organelle DNA have in common
that confers an evolutionary advantage to location of their genes within the
organelle?
The second problem is the apparent diseconomy of extranuclear genetic systems.
For maintenance and expression, organelle genomes require nuclear-encoded proteins and RNAs that together use more genetic information than is contained in the
organelle genomes themselves. "The reason for such a costly arrangement is not
clear. We cannot think of compelling reasons why proteins made in mitochondria and
chloroplasts should be made there rather than in the cytosol" (Alberts et al., 1989).
Here a solution to these problems is proposed. Chloroplasts and mitochondria are
primarily bioenergetic organelles, compartments in which electrochemistry (Moser
et al., 1992) and chemiosmotic coupling (Mitchell, 1979) are sequestered from the
cytosol. Because of this function, the chloroplast thylakoid, the Rubisco catalytic
subunit and the mitochondrial inner membrane are in an energetic sense the
boundary of the cell with its environment-they are the cell's front line in its
interaction with light, carbon dioxide and oxygen. Since balanced operation of
electron transport, assimilation, and substrate oxidation must be strictly maintained
in chloroplasts and mitochondria, I propose that the symbiont ancestors of chloroplasts and mitochondria carried into the host cell not only the components of
photosynthesis and respiration but also the regulatory systems that place synthesis of
key components under the regulatory control of redox potential.
Both bacterial and bioenergetic organelle genomes are present in multiple copies,
and it is therefore reasonable to assume that individual genes may exist for some
evolutionary time in both the nucleus and the proto-organelle or symbiont, perhaps
in some cases diverging to give distinct isoenzymes located in specific cell compartments. Each symbiont gene's nuclear copy or copies must be retained for long
enough for it to become modified by addition of sequences for targeting proteins that
enable the protein precursor to return to the organelle. Prior to the addition of
targeting presequences compatible with an import and processing machinery, the
proto-organelle gene copies may continue to function. However, after the addition of
the correct presequences to the nuclear gene copies, intracellular selection will arise
for each gene concerned. In the majority of cases, expression of the nuclear gene copy
is sufficient, and the organelle copy becomes redundant and is lost. In a majority of
cases, however, some distinctive requirement cannot be satisfied by the nuclear copy,
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even granted a targeting, import and processing machinery that gives a mature
protein identical to that synthesized in the organelle. I propose control by redox
sensors and redox response regulators as the distinctive requirement favouring
survival of the organelle-encoded gene copy, as depicted in Fig. 2. Redox repressors
resembling FNR may also provide the necessary redox control.
Redox control of gene expression may be indispensable for certain genes of
chloroplasts and mitochondria for at least two reasons, as follows.
(i) The signalling pathway is as short and simple as possible. Chloroplasts and
mitochondria contain the sites at which light, oxygen and carbon dioxide are
utilized. Some of these sites of utilization are subject to abrupt changes in redox
potential when the physical environment changes. Continued synthesis of
inappropriate components in new environments is disadvantageous, as is
failure to synthesize components whose operation will restore redox poise.
(ii) No host cell redox sensor could be coupled as closely to electron transport as
are those already operating within the organelle. As components of the electron
transport chains whose composition they regulate, prokaryotic redox sensors
should be expected to interact in a precise way with neighbouring membrane
proteins. Only in unchanging redox environments would selective pressure be
removed for long enough for new redox regulatory mechanisms to be brought
into place, and, by definition, in such environments there was no selection
pressure to maintain them.
I therefore propose that the common feature of organdie-encoded proteins is that
they directly determine redox poise, and that they function safely together only
within ranges of redox potential that are liable to be exceeded by environmental
change. Since the complete nucleotide sequences of some chloroplast (Ohyama et al.,
1986; Shinozaki et al., 1986; Hirasuka et al., 1989) and mitochondrial (Anderson
et al., 1981; Oda et al., 1992) genomes are known, it is possible to compare this
prediction with reality. Major chloroplast-encoded proteins are listed in Table 1.
Major mitochondrially encoded proteins are listed in Table 2.
An alternative proposal for proteins encoded within the mitochondrion is that
their hydrophobic domains prohibit their import, as precursors, by cytosolic
processing and targeting mechanisms (von Heijne, 1986). In the case of mitochondria, one could imagine instead that the requirement for redox control of synthesis,
here proposed, is the primary reason for the retention of the mitochondrial genome,
and that the amino-terminal hydrophobic domains of mitochondrially encoded
proteins merely reflect their roles as intrinsic proteins of the mitochondrial inner
membrane. In addition, hydrophobicity does not explain the contents of the chloroplast genome, since there are numerous counterexamples: the Rubisco large subunit
is chloroplast-encoded but is not a membrane protein (Ellis, 1981), while polypeptides of the light-harvesting chlorophyll-binding complexes (Green et al., 1991)
are intrinsic thylakoid proteins which are nuclear-encoded. Furthermore, the
problem of susceptibility to arrest en route through a membrane boundary has
evidently been solved for precursors of plastocyanin and polypeptides of the oxygenevolving complex of photosystem 11, since both are nuclear-encoded and function in
the thylakoid lumen (Smeekens et al., 1990). It is difficult to see why this solution
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should not also have been available to proteins of the mitochondrial inner
membrane.
The question of the nuclear location of some but not all genes for chloroplast and
mitochondrial components has also been considered independently of the endosymbiont theory. Bogorad (1975) made several suggestions, including the idea, elaborated for mitochondria by von Heijne (1986), that a component may be encoded and
synthesized within the organelle because it is untransportable. Another proposal
(Bogorad, 1975) is that organdie-encoded polypeptides may be necessary to lock into
the organelle the nuclear-encoded polypeptides with which they interact. Subsequent
work indicates that protein import into chloroplasts and mitochondria is likely to
have evolved from protein export or secretion pathways (Hart1 & Neupert, 1990;
Robinson, 1990), and organelle protein import is now generally considered to be
irreversible (see, for example, Ellis, 1983). Thus the need for "lock-in" devices
(Bogorad, 1975) is no longer a significant problem.

Redox Roles and Redox Sensitivity of Chloroplast and Mitochondrially Encoded
Proteins
Apart from certain components of organelle genetic systems themselves, the major
gene products of chloroplasts (Ohyama et al., 1986; Shinozaki et al., 1986; Hiratsuka
et al., 1989) (Table 1) and mitochondria (Anderson et al., 1981; Oda et al., 1992)
(Table 2) have functions which directly link the physical environment to electron
transport and redox poise. I suggest that the distinguishing feature of these components is that they connect their electron transport chains with substrates which are
sources and sinks for energy and electrons-they are in the bioenergetic "front line".
Organelle-encoded proteins are located at the bioenergetic or assimilatory interface

FIG. 2. The proposed sequence of events leading to distribution of copies of the symbiont's genes
between the nucleus of the host cell and the cytoplasmic organelle to which the symbiont gives rise.
(a) Genes A, B and C are located only in the genome of the symbiont. They are transcribed and translated
into proteins A, B and C entirely within the symbiont. Transcription of gene A is regulated by redox
potential by means of its redox sensor, which is in intimate contact with protein A in the bioenergetic
membrane. The redox response regulator binds to the symbiont genome upstream of the gene A promoter.
(See Fig. 1.) (b) Genes A, B and C are located in both organelle and nuclear genomes. Any and all genes
from the symbiont genome (A, B and C) are copied to the nucleus of the host cell, and there targeting
sequences are added which enable the protein to return, as a precursor, to the symbiont, now functionally
a cytoplasmic organelle of the host cell. Hence any organelle protein may be synthesized both in situ and,
in precursor form, in the cytosol of the host. (c) Gene A is confined to the organelle genome; genes B and C
are confined to the nuclear genome. For the majority of organdie-encoded proteins (represented by B and
C), nuclear encoding, cytosolic synthesis and import and processing of precursors together provide an
effective alternative to synthesis in situ, and the organelle copies of these genes are lost. However,
transcription of a minority of organelle genes (represented by A) must be closely coupled to redox
potential at specific sites in the bioenergetic membrane. For these genes, the nuclear gene copy continues
to be expressed in inappropriate environments, and the nuclear gene product continues to be synthesized
even when its function is damaging to the cell. The organelle gene copy remains under redox control, and
has a selective advantage. The nuclear gene copy is therefore lost, and a stable devision of genetic
responsibility is reached in which the organelle retains a genome encoding those of its proteins whose
synthesis must respond rapidly to alteration in the physical environment of the cell.
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TABLE1
Major chloroplast genes and gene products. (Ohyama et al., 1986; Shinozaki et al.,
1986; Hiratsuka et al., 1989) and their functions. Em-, values are taken from Cramer &
K n a f (1990)
Standard
redox
potential
Em7 @v)

Substrate

Gene

Protein

psb A

D1 of PS I1 reaction centre

Light

psbD

D2 of PS I1 reaction centre

Light

psbB, psbC

CP47 and CP43 of PS I1

Light

Photosystem I1

Energy coupling
pet A
pet B
atpA, B, E
atpF, H, I

Cytochrome f
Cytochrome be
ATP synthase CF,a, B, c
ATP synthase CFJ, 111, IV

psaA

A1 of PS I reaction centre

Pmf (ApH)
Pmf (ApH)
ApH, ATP
ApH, ATP

Photosystem I

psa B

A2 of PS I reaction centre

- 1,250 (PIP*)
500 (P /P)
- 1,250 (PIP*)
500 ( P+/P)

+
+

Light

+

Light

Respiration: cyclic electron transport
ndhA-F

NADH dehydrogenase subunits 1-5

Respiratory
substrates?

CO, fixation
rbcL

Rubisco large subunit

Carbon dioxide

of the cell; they are the first components of the cell to experience a changing light or
redox environment, and their functions become rate-limiting or destructive if their
synthesis cannot then respond. In contrast, nuclear-encoded components of chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes do not take such key roles, even where they
function in light-harvesting or electron transport. I propose further that the minor
variations in the location of genes between different eukaryotic groups depend upon
whether their products play such a key role in the normal redox environment of the
cell.
In general, organelle-encoded proteins function at primary points of energy
transduction between redox reactions and other physical factors. These may include
light, external oxidants and reductants, the proton motive force, and assimilation of
COi. In particular, both respiratory and photosynthetic electron transport chains
contain organelle-encoded proteins at their extremes of Em (Tables 1 and 2).
The requirement for an irreducible core of components subject to redox control
may disappear when the organelle ceases to perform its primary bioenergetic role.
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TABLE2
Major mitochondrial genes and gene products. (Anderson et al., 1981; Oda et al., 1992)
and their functions. Em7 values are taken from Cramer & Knaff(1990).

Gene

Standard
redox
potential
Em, (mV)

Protein

Substrate

Electron transport
nad 1-7

cox 1-3

Seven subunits of NADH
dehydrogenase
Cytochrome c oxidase subunits I, I1
and I11

- 324

+ 815

Respiratory
substrates
Oxygen

Energy coupling
atp6

ATP synthase F, subunit 6

cob

Cytochrome b

-

- 50

Proton motive force,
ATP
Proton motive force

Examples of this may be the chloroplast genomes of parasitic plants (Morden et al.,
1991) and heterotrophic eukaryotes dependent exclusively on fermentation (Vossbrinck et al., 1987). It is also possible to imagine that organelles such as glyoxysomes
and peroxisomes have an endosymbiotic origin (Cavalier-Smith, 1987b) but have
completely relinquished genetic control to the nucleus in the absence of a requirement for redox control of gene expression.

CHLOROPLASTS

The reaction centre core proteins of both photosystem I and photosystem I1 are
chloroplast-encoded (Table 1). These are the primary generators of high and low
redox potentials. Photosystem I1 is highly susceptible to light-induced damage"photoinhibition"-which occurs when electron transport is restricted on either
acceptor or donor sides, or both (Barber & Andersson, 1992; Prasil et al., 1992).
Photoinhibition of photosystem I1 results from utilization of inappropriate acceptors, notably oxygen (Richter et al., 1990), when the acceptor pool becomes reduced
(Richter et al., 1990; Barber & Andersson, 1992; Prasil et al., 1992), and of inappropriate donors, especially chlorophyll, when electron donation is impaired (Callahan
et al., 1986; Theg et al., 1986; Prasil et al., 1992). In the latter case the high redox
potentials generated by P680/P680+ (Em7 = + 1170 mV) and required for water
oxidation (Em7 = + 8 15 mV) are necessary for non-cyclic electron transport and
autotrophic growth, but difficult to contain if electron donation from water is
impaired, which may itself be a consequence of damage induced on the acceptor side.
Breakdown of the D1 protein of the photosystem I1 reaction centre occurs during
photoinhibition (Kyle et al., 1984; Barber & Andersson, 1992; Prasil et al., 1992). Dl,
like the L subunit of the purple bacteria reaction centre (Deisenhofer et al., 1985), is
involved in binding and stabilization of both secondary acceptors and donors
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(Mattoo et al., 1989; Erickson & Rochaix, 1992). D1 is therefore a particularly
vulnerable component of the chloroplast. Changes in light intensity in relation to the
total capacity of the cell for utilization of the products of photoelectrochemistry can
be amplified in a destructive cycle of positive feedback: damage to D1 induces
changes of redox potential, themselves causing damage to Dl.
The psbA genes encoding D1 (Rutherford, 1989) are therefore obvious candidates
for redox control of gene expression. Multiple redox regulatory components might
be involved, with an FNR-like high potential redox repressor monitoring the redox
potential of the donor side of PS 11, and a medium-potential (quinone?),redoxsensor
on the acceptor side. Photoinhibitory damage to D1 is repaired by means of a costly
cycle of breakdown and resynthesis (Prasil et al., 1992), in which the entire genetic
system of the mature chloroplast appears to function largely to provide for resynthesis of this single polypeptide. D1 breakdown and photoinhibition occur in cyanobacteria (Vonshak et al., 1988). D1 therefore seems an excellent example of a protein
whose gene must throughout evolution have been continually subject to on-site
redox control. The loss of psbA to the nucleus would greatly retard and weaken the
coupling of its expression to transient changes in light intensity and redox potential.
Similar considerations apply to photosystem I, which generates extremely low
redox potentials (for P700/P700* Em, = - 1250 mV). The chloroplast-encoded reaction centre polypeptides of PS I (Scheller & Moller, 1990) might therefore be subject
to low-potential redox control, perhaps by Fe-S sensors and specific response
regulators operating at the promoter region of psaA and psaB genes. However, both
photosystem I and chloroplast-encoded components of the intermediary electron
transport chain such as cyt f and cyt b6 are connected in series with photosystem 11,
and they therefore play a role in determining the redox potential of photosystem 11,
as may the CFl-CFo coupling ATP synthase, indirectly through photosynthetic
control (West & Wiskich, 1968). It is possible that the chloroplast genome retains an
integrated system of redox control of gene expression, with different redox sensors
operating at distinct potentials to control redox response regulators of genes
encoding proteins which function at other potentials, and remote from at least some
of the sensors governing their synthesis.
Chloroplast genomes also encode NADH dehydrogenases (Ohyama et al., 1986;
Shinozaki et al., 1986; Hiratsuka et al., 1989). These may function at early stages of
chloroplast development, to provide respiratory generation of a proton motive force
for ATP synthesis, protein synthesis, and protein import. ndh genes are also
expressed in mature chloroplasts (Matsubayashi et al., 1987), where they may
function in chlororespiration (Bennoun, 1982) or as links between the acceptor site of
photosystem I and the cyt bJf complex in proton-motive cyclic electron transport
which may provide ATP for CO, fixation and other assimilatory reactions. The
importance of redox poise for cyclic photophosphorylation has long been recognized
(Whatley, 1963; Grant & Whatley, 1967), and can be demonstrated by addition of
catalytic concentrations of oxidant or reductant to overcome inhibition by overreduction or overoxidation in chloroplasts (Whatley, 1963; Grant & Whatley, 1967;
Arnon & Chain, 1975; Ziem-Hanck & Heber, 1980; Alien, 1983; Heber & Walker,
1992) and photosynthetic bacteria (McEwan et al., 1985). Redox control of
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expression of chloroplast ndh genes may therefore be indispensable for maintaining
photophosphorylation. The location of ndh genes in the chloroplast for in situ redox
control of synthesis of NADH dehydrogenases may thus be a further example of the
advantage of a genetic system sequestered in order to provide the shortest possible
loop of feedback control. In E. coli, transcription of ndh genes is under the control of
the high-potential redox regulator, FNR (Spiro et al., 1989).
The chloroplast-encoded Rubisco large subunit does not itself participate in
electron transfer. However, the primary carboxylation step of CO2 assimilation may,
under a variety of circumstances, become the limiting factor for utilization of
electrons from the photosynthetic chain by triose phosphate dehydrogenase (Walker
et al., 1986). The activity of the Rubisco large subunit may therefore have immediate
effects on the redox potential of components of the photosynthetic electron transport
chain, including, for example, D l . It is therefore possible that the Rubisco large
subunit is retained as a chloroplast-encoded protein in order that its synthesis can be
under redox control. The nuclear-encoded Rubisco small subunit does not have a
direct catalytic role, and its synthesis may therefore have no direct requirement for
redox control. The hypothesis of redox control of gene expression is therefore one in
which the division of function between the Rubisco large and small subunits may be
consistent with their different sites of synthesis.
MITOCHONDRIA

Mitochondrial genomes (Anderson et al., 1981; Oda et al., 1992) encode components operating at each end of the respiratory electron transport chain, namely
subunits of NADH dehydrogenase and cytochrome c oxidase (Table 2). Whereas
redox control in chloroplasts may be required primarily to balance both light energy
conversion between the photosystems and electron transport with assimilatory
substrate, oxygen concentration is the environmental factor most obviously
requiring control of gene expression in mitochondria.
Transition between anoxyia and aerobic metabolism is a normal course of events
in all aerobic chemotrophs. Even in multicellular organisms, intracellular oxygen
concentration can vary over a wide range, as physiological factors maintaining
oxygen supply reach the limit of their range of control, as seen in the transition from
oxidative phosphorylation to lactate fermentation in skeletal muscle. Cytochrome c
oxidase is unnecessary under anaerobic conditions, so there is an advantage in
anaerobic repression of its genes. However, on introduction of oxygen, there is a
large energetic gain in switching to aerobic respiration, so a rapid response will
confer selective advantage. In addition to energetic considerations, in the absence of
a terminal oxidase capable of complete reduction of oxygen to water, oxygen may be
reduced univalently to the superoxide anion radical by a wide variety of mitochondrial components, including iron sulphur centres, flavins, and semiquinones (Flohe
et al., 1977). The Em, of the Oi/O; couple is -330 mV, which means that superoxide production is thermodynamically favourable at the normal operating potential
of NADH dehydrogenase (Em, = - 324 mV). Although superoxide may not itself be
the primary reactant, it is now generally agreed that its production has a wide variety
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of cytotoxic effects (Michelson et al., 1977). Similar considerations apply to the
photosynthetic chain, where univalent oxygen reduction can proceed at high rates in
the presence of both artificial (Allen, 1977) and native (Allen, 1975, 1977) cofactors,
and in both photosystems I and I1 (Allen, 1977).
The electrochemistry of cytochrome c oxidase requires a specific protein environment for safe four-electron reduction of oxygen to water (Babcock & Wikstrom,
1992). The composition of cytochrome c oxidase may therefore be redox-regulated in
response to changes in oxygen concentration and in the redox potential generated by
respiratory substrates. As in the photosynthetic chain, one might expect highpotential redox sensors at the level of cytochrome oxidase, and low-potential sensors
at NADH dehydrogenase, each exerting redox control over response regulators
which control synthesis of components of a number of respiratory complexes. The
mitochondrially encoded cytochrome b and subunits of the F,-F,, ATP synthase may
be subject to redox-regulated synthesis in response to respiratory control (Chance &
Williams, 1955), though pmf sensors and response regulators are clearly an additional possibility.

Redox Sensors and Response Regulators may themselves be Encoded in the Nucleus
During the period of transition between endosymbiont and bioenergetic organelle
(Fig. 2), the genes encoding the sensors and response regulators themselves need not
have been locked in the organelle, since there is no obvious obstacle to their
expression in the nucleus for cytosolic translation and uptake, in precursor form, by
the organelle. Indeed, it is possible to imagine that a nuclear location for the redox
regulatory genes conferred selective advantage, since nuclear-encoded redox sensors
and response regulators might then be made subject to additional control (however,
see Cavalier-Smith, 1987b). Nuclear transcription factors could determine organelle
composition in response to cytosolic or extracellular signals. In multicellular organisms, positional information may determine organelle composition in pathways of
cell differentiation.
It follows that the elements of redox control of organelle gene expression will
themselves be nuclear-encoded. Though of prokaryotic origin, and related to existing
bacterial two-component and other redox regulatory systems, the components
regulating organelle gene expression and providing a necessary condition for organelle genomes may themselves be encoded in the nucleus, synthesized in the cytosol,
and imported into chloroplasts and mitochondria by the same mechanisms which
operate for the majority of organelle components.

Predictions
BACTERIAL REDOX SENSORS AND REDOX RESPONSE REGULATORS

Apart from those already known and described in section 2, further redox sensors
may be found whose redox properties and prosthetic groups permit their operation
at specific points in electron transport chains. Potentiometric redox titration of
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expression of reporter genes (Unden et al., 1990) may reveal structural genes under
control of redox sensors at different potentials. The high-potential redox control
factor FNR probably functions as both redox sensor and redox response regulator
(Spiro et al., 1989; Guest et al., 1990; Unden et al., 1990; Spiro & Guest, 1991). This
may turn out to be typical of soluble control factors, or those operating at high
potential. Although the arguments advanced here primarily concern transcriptional
control of gene expression, redox control of translation or of messenger processing
and stability may also be important.
In cyanobacteria, studies using electron donors, acceptors and inhibitors have
demonstrated redox control of phosphorylation of a number of polypeptides
(Harrison et al., 1991), and these are candidates for redox sensors. Redox control of
protein phosphorylation is also a property of a range of polypeptides in purple nonsulphur bacteria (Holmes & Allen, 1988).
CHLOROPLAST REDOX SENSORS AND REDOX RESPONSE REGULATORS

Redox control of response at the post-translational level is well established for
chloroplasts (Allen, 1992a, b). The best-characterized substrate is the nuclearencoded light-harvesting complex, LHC I1 (Allen, 1992~).Phosphorylation of LHC
I1 is regulated by a protein kinase whose activity has an Em-,of approximately
+ 80 mV, becoming activated as plastoquinone is reduced (Allen et al., 1981). Upon
phosphorylation, a proportion of LHC I1 moves from photosystem I1 to photosystem I, thereby correcting the inequality of excitation energy distribution that
caused plastoquinone to become reduced (Allen, 1992b). A number of other chloroplast polypeptides are phosphorylated by a redox-controlled kinase or kinases
(Allen, 1992b). The redox-sensitive LHC I1 kinase is a nuclear-encoded protein of
64 kDa in the mature form (Gal et al., 1990, 1992). It is autophosphorylated in a
reaction that is also under redox control. A 47 amino acid segment of the LHC I1
kinase precursor (Hind, G., personal communication) shows 28% sequence identity
with the EnvZ osmotic pressure sensor of E. coli (Comeau et al., 1985) and
Salmonella typhimurium (Liljestrom et al., 1988) (Allen, J. F., unpublished), suggesting
a relation with bacterial two-component sensors. It is therefore possible that the
LHC I1 kinase functions to control chloroplast gene expression in addition to its
regulation of phosphorylation of LHC 11. It has been suggested that plastoquinoneredox control of chloroplast psa and psb gene expression serves to control photosystem stoichiometry, acting to maintain balanced utilization of light energy by
photosystem I and photosystem I1 (Allen, l992b). Parallel control of post-translational modification and of transcription is a feature of the Ntr system which acts on
glutamate synthetase to provide a nitrogen regulatory mechanism in E. coli (Ninfa &
Magasanik, 1986; Ronson et al., 1987; Magasanik, 1989; Saier et al., 1990; Stock
et al., 1990). The LHC I1 kinase is therefore a candidate for a medium-potential
(Em, = 80 mV), quinone redox sensor.
The chloroplast genome has promoter regions with similarities to those encountered in Gram-negative bacteria, including cyanobacteria (Bulow & Link, 1988;
Gruissem et al., 1988; Bogorad, 1991), indicating the possibility of control of initia-
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tion of transcription by regulator proteins of bacterial type (Bulow & Link, 1988),
though these are likely to be predominantly nuclear-encoded (Rochaix, 1987). In
particular, "-10" and " - 35" sequences resembling E. coli regulatory sequences are
found in the chloroplast genome, upstream of the presumed sites of initiation of
transcription of psbA, atpB, atpE and rbcL (Table 1) (Ohyama et al., 1986; Hiratsuka
et al., 1989).
MITOCHONDRIAL REDOX SENSORS AND REDOX RESPONSE REGULATORS

Redox control is one of a number of factors controlling phosphorylation of
mitochondrial pyruvate dehydrogenase (Kerbey et al., 1979). In plant mitochondria,
protein phosphorylation has been demonstrated for a number of substrates, but their
identities and the factors controlling phosphorylation are unresolved (Sommarin
et al., 1990). As in the case of chloroplasts, factors implicated in control of mitochondrial transcription are themselves nuclear-encoded (Rochaix, 1987; Melis, 1990).
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF REDOX CONTROL OF GENE EXPRESSION

In laboratory growth conditions, mutations affecting redox sensors and response
regulators might be difficult to locate unless a suitable screening technique can be
devised. Inability to control gene expression in response to redox potential should be
expected to reduce the efficiency of energy conversion, and impair quantum yield in
photosynthetic organisms. Mutants deficient in light-harvesting complexes show an
inability to control photosystem stoichiometry in both eukaryotes and cyanobacteria
(Melis, 1990), suggesting that regulation of gene expression may be affected by redox
poise (Fujita et al., 1987; Allen, 1992b).
The most promising route for identification of redox sensors and response
regulators is probably through mutagenesis and screening. In the absence of a direct
means of screening for adaptation-deficient mutants, use of reporter genes is most
likely to yield evidence for redox response regulators operating on promoter regions
of key structural genes. Many redox sensors may already be known: in chloroplasts
and cyanobacteria, many membrane proteins are phosphorylated and redox-active,
but have no obvious role in electron transport (Allen & Harrison, 1990; Allen,
1992b). Indeed, the ideal redox sensor might have no direct role in linear electron
flow, existing instead as a side-arm of the chain whose sensing function need not then
compete with the structural requirements of optimized electron transport. It should
also be noted that the Em of a redox sensor may be quite different from that of
certain of the proteins whose synthesis it controls, as seen in FNR [Em7 = +400 mV
(Unden et al., 1990)J control of transcription of ndh genes (Spiro et al., 1989)
encoding NADH dehydrogenase (Em7 = - 324 mV).
As regards the proposed function of chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes, the
hypothesis put forward here predicts the existence of a range of redox-active sensors
and DNA-binding redox response regulators, all encoded in the nucleus. These
should be identifiable by screening nuclear genomic libraries with probes constructed
from consensus sequences of bacterial redox regulatory components. Inactivation
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and complementation of such nuclear genes by means of directed mutagenesis or
antisense RNA would provide a means of testing their predicted roles in redox
control of gene expression and in maintenance of redox poise.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EVOLUTION A N D GENE TRANSFER WITHIN EUKARYOTIC CELLS

A requirement for redox control of gene expression is proposed here as an
explanation of the retention of chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes in evolution.
However, this requirement is not one confined to a hypothetical environment in the
remote past, but is likely still to operate today. The hypothesis therefore provides a
plausible selective pressure serving to eliminate nuclear-encoded copies of genes for
whose expression redox control is advantageous to the whole organism, and
favouring the survival of the corresponding organelle-encoded copies. If this hypothesis is correct, it removes the need to suppose that the current distribution of genes
within the three genetic compartments of the eukaryotic cell is a "frozen accident", or
relic of a chance pattern of distribution that occurred in a common ancestor of all
eukaryotes. It also provides an alternative to the view that gene transfer between
compartments is so infrequent that the loss of chloroplast and mitochondrial genes
to the nucleus is still underway, but so slow as to be yet incomplete.
Thus a further, general implication of the proposal put forward here is that the
copying of genes in any direction between chloroplasts, mitochondria and nucleus
may be a relatively frequent event (Brennicke, 1992), with the constancy of the
observed distribution of genes being merely a result of the action of natural selection
in maintaining a favoured equilibrium. The detailed distribution of individual genes
in different eukaryotic groups may differ slightly according to other metabolic and
physiological properties which may themselves affect the equilibrium position. For
example, it should be possible to provide a functional explanation for the absence of
NADH dehydrogenase genes from yeast mitochondria, and for differences in site of
synthesis of ATP synthase subunits between yeast and Neurospora (Darnell et al.,
1990). It should also be possible to predict the contents of the chloroplast and
mitochondrial genomes of metabolically specialized organisms such as parasites
(Morden et al., 1991). This general, evolutionary implication could also be testable by
determining the direction of redistribution of genes in eukaryotes that can be grown
for a large enough number of generations in environments with specified redox
potentials.
In summary, the hypothesis of redox sensors and response regulators in bacterial
electron transport and in function and maintenance of organelle genomes appears to
be consistent with current knowledge on transcriptional control mechanisms, and to
make sense of the otherwise puzzling distribution of genes between the eukaryotic
nucleus and bioenergetic organelles. The predictions of this hypothesis extend into a
number of specialist fields, and suggest many experiments by which it may be tested.
It is hoped that the hypothesis will act as a useful stimulus to research.
I thank R. J. Ellis for discussion and suggestions, and the Swedish Natural Science
Research Council and the Per-Eric and Ulla Schyberg Foundation for financial support.
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